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We are committed to designing, building 
and testing innovative gear that will offer 
superior durability, function and comfort 
for unpredictable tactical environments. 
We choose the most advanced and highest 
quality USA materials such as solution 
dyed Cordura® fabrics and webbings that 
meet military specifications for Near-
Infrared (NIR) compliance for minimal 
signature and exposure. 

That’s why we guarantee all of our 
products for life against defects in 
materials and craftsmanship. Damage due 
to normal wear and tear will be repaired for 
a reasonable fee. As we continually strive 
to offer you the finest products from the 
finest materials we request that you share 
your feedback with us so that we can 
further serve your needs.

SELECT YOUR HIP BELT
Use the size chart below and go by your 
regular pant size waist measurement. A 
properly sized hip belt will wrap over your hip 
bones and still leave a gap in the padding at 
the front.

HIP BELT SIzIng 
(Measured by circumference at hip crest)
Small 28" to 34"
Medium  34" to 40"
Large 40+
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DETERMInE TORSO LEngTH 
Measure the distance between your 
seventh cervical vertebra and the 
crest of your hipbones, using a flexible 
tape measure. Your Torso Length will 
determine where to attach the pivot 
point shoulder strap hardware.

PACK FITTING

Stand up straight with your 
feet shoulders-width apart.

Tilt your head forward and 
place your hands on your hips, 
thumbs to the back. 

nOTE: Hold the line between 
the tip of your index fingers and 
thumbs parallel to the ground, 
with the tip of your index 
fingers resting on the crest of 
your hipbones, and your thumbs 
near the center of your back. 

With a flexible tape, have 
someone measure from 
the most prominent bone 
at the base of your neck to 
an imaginary line drawn to 
connect your thumbs. This will 
be your torso length. 

nOTE: Follow the contours of 
your back with a flexible tape 
to accurately determine your 
torso measurement.

nOTE: The CHIEF framesheet 
has fine adjustment settings 
spaced in one inch increments 
to further fine-tune your fit. 
Regular Torso Fits 16" to 22" 
The bottom hole is 16" torso, 
the top hole is 22" torso.

①

③

②

MAnUFACTURIng 
Granite Gear began 24 years 
ago as a product development 
driven company and has 
remained so to this day due 
to our sincere passion for 
the outdoors and our belief in 
building better, functional gear 
and equipment.
 
Nearly every piece of gear 
we’ve ever added to our 
line was developed at 
our advanced R&D and 
manufacturing facility located 
in Northern Minnesota.
 
Building technically advanced 
sewn nylon gear is not an 
easy task so working with 
partners we trust is very key 
and critical. Granite Gear has 
partnered with five other
US companies and has 
consulted with hundreds of 
active duty and former Special 
Operations and conventional 
forces to develop cutting 
edge products built for the 
challenging environment in 
which they operate.

Our manufacturing capabilities 
range from Full Berry and GSA 
compliancy and Commercial 
Off The Shelf (COTS) to 
meet the demand and price 
constraints of today soldiers 
and procurement entities. All 
of our products are built with 
materials and components 
Made in the USA without any 
hidden agendas!
 
Our customers are people 
putting their lives on the line 
to protect us and our mission 
is to offer them the best 
possible gear as we believe 
great gear can make a real 
difference!

MATERIALS
Since our beginning we’ve 
been pioneering the state of 
the art when it comes to the 
material we put into our gear. 
We’ve developed our own 
tests that we feel are more 
real-world tests and built our 
own equipment to perform this 
testing so we can accurately 
measure every material for 
rip and abrasion strength. If a 
material makes it into our gear 
it has passed our test and 
shined above the competition. 

MULTI CAM BLACKCOYOTE

For the Granite Tactical Gear 
line we have committed 
ourselves to using materials 
that are Made in the USA!

FABRICS
CORDURA® Brand Fabrics 
and Webbing woven with 
CORDURA® Brand yarns: Meets 
NIR specifications and offers 
exceptional rip and abrasion 
strength and allows the ability 
to create gear that is tough 
and light.

Tweave® Stretch Woven Fabric 
- A super tough yet supple 
material that helps us create 
wrinkle free suspension and 
back surfaces.

Trelleborg® Engineered 
Materials: The newly developed 
High Abrasion Neoprene/Nylon 
replaces the material we’ve 
known and trusted for years, 
“Hypalon”. We use it in areas 
where extreme strength is 
required!

BUCKLES
ITW Nexus GhillieTEX™ 
Hardware offers the cloaking 
benefits of IR signal reduction, 
increased field durability and 
the high quality standards that 
have become synonymous 
with ITW Nexus. These 
products have been designed 
to enhance survivability in the 
fierce environment of today’s 
battlefields. 

zIPPER
IDEAL® Zipper: The TAC Zipper 
is the only abrasion resistant 
coil zipper available! Ideal 
has committed themselves 
to developing technologically 
advanced zippers for the 
military/tactical market.

FOAM
EVAZOTE® Closed-cell, cross-
linkedm ethylene copolymer 
foam. EVAZOTE foams are the 
toughest and most resilient 
foams available.

COLOR OPTIOnS
We can build to most military 
color requirements and we 
stock Coyote and Multicam in 
most items as well as Black 
in a few. Call if you need other 
colors or patterns.

the File test: !0 Strokes #10 
Heavy Zipper - Left

#9 ideal® tac - right

ROCK SOLID
LIFETIME GUARANTEE



C.H.I.E.F
COMPOSITE HYBRID InTERCHAngEABLE ERgOnOMIC FRAMESHEET
Natick’s requirements for the SOF Patrol pack was to be able to carry 100 

pounds comfortably, survive a 40 foot drop fully loaded, and weigh 7lbs or less. 
The CHIEF frame is the key to meeting those requirements. The CHIEF System 

is engineered from a proprietary, continuously reinforced thermoplastic with 
distinct zones of flexibility, matching and supporting the soldiers natural spinal 

contours. The CHIEF frame can flex, but always returns to it’s original shape, 
never deforming like aluminum stays frequently do.

PIVOT-POINT 
HARDWARE 

The CHIEF framesheet is connected to 
the belt and shoulder straps via Pivot 

Point hardware that allows for maximum 
flexibility of the shoulders and hips for 

missions requiring agility and endurance. 
The Chief Frame is drilled to allow torso 

length adjustment from 16" to 22" as 
well as regular and wide attachment 

points for a custom fit. 

B.A.C.H.
BODY ARMOR COMPATIBLE HARnESS
The BACH system compensates for the 
change in fit when the pack is used with 
a body armor vest. Extra shoulder strap 
padding can be removed for increased 
flexibility, An additional pad is attached in 
the lumbar zone to fill the gap below the 
body armor. This brings the lumbar area of 
the pack frame into contact with your back 
to allow for effective weight transfer. 

BODY ARMOR COMPATIBLE HAR
The BACH system compensates for the 
change in fit when the pack is used with 
a body armor vest. Extra shoulder strap 
padding can be removed for increased 
flexibility, An additional pad is attached in 
the lumbar zone to fill the gap below the 
body armor. This brings the lumbar area of 
the pack frame into contact with your back 
to allow for effective weight transfer. 

Battle configuration: 
Lumbar pad added and Shoulder 

Strap Padding removed

Belt Pivot Point

Shoulder Strap Pivot Point

B-TOgS STRAP WRAP
B-TOGS Strap Wraps are a convenient way to 
adjust and fix the extra length of webbing on a 
pack’s adjustable straps. B-TOGS are silent and do 
not stick to clothing like Velcro strap wraps. They 
are removable and field replaceable. The bungee 
allows you to make length adjustments without 
undoing the tog.

HIgH OUTPUT HYDRATIOn
A unique system of Hydration tube routing that we 
incorporate into all of our packs. The advantages 
over the traditional over-the-shoulder tube routing 
are many.
First, the bite valve is ready to sip, without moving 
your hands from mission critical tasks. Second, 
gravity feed is maximized, for a better flow 
rate. And finally, by avoiding the top of the pack, 
communications system wiring and antenna routing 
are cleaner.

DUAL 100Oz SIDE HYDRATIOn POCKETS
Our Chief packs come standard with dual (right and 
left) hydration side pockets each capable of holding 
a 100 oz. bladder. These convenient pockets allow 
you to fill your water without removing them from 
your pack. High output ports are included.

CRISSCROSS STRAP CLOSURE
Under the lid, but on top of the spindrift collar, 
straps cross from front to back, and from side 
to side, securing the load, and providing for extra 
lashing options. The side to side strap can neatly 
secure the side lift handles under the lid for extra 
snag-proof security. The side to side strap also 
supports the load of the 100oz. bladder.

ACCESS PAnEL
Two vertical zippers open the front of the pack, 
allowing you to rapidly load and unload the contents 
of your pack. Internal compression straps keep 
stress off the zippers and secure your load. Pack 
can also be loaded from the top.

SnAPDRAgOn BREAK-AWAY 
ADJUSTABLE STERnUM STRAP
The Sternum Strap is essential for keeping 
shoulder straps in the proper position. Ours 
is removable and the position on the strap is 
adjustable . An elastic section allows for chest 
expansion during heavy exertion. The ITW 
Snapdragon buckle is instantly released with a snap 
of the attached quick-release tab. If the buckle 
is accidentally not released in the heat of battle, 
it is designed to break-away, before breaking the 
trachea (do not try this at home!).

RADIO POCKET
Radio Pockets are positioned against the pack’s 
frame for safety and stability. Radio Pockets are 
capable of carrying a Model 117 Radio, and ports 
are provided for antenna and communication wiring.



CHIEF PATROL & RECCE
The CHIEF Patrol contract was granted through 
Natick’s Special Operations Office after an extensive 
source selection process and rigorous testing of 
packs from six other companies. The backpack meets 
the U.S. Special Operations Forces requirements to 
provide a load carriage system that delivers top-
performance with the following functional capabilities:

•  CHIEF FRAMESHEET – A 3-D molded framesheet fits 
the contours of the back, and flexes with the body 
while maintaining exceptional support.

•  BODY ARMOR COMPATIBLE HARNESS -  
The harness is customizable to fit over body armor. 
Extra shoulder strap padding is removable, and a 
lumbar pad is added for better load transfer.

•  HIGH OUTPUT HYDRATION - Hydration pockets on 
both sides allow easy access to hydration bladders. 
Bottom routing of the tubes permits more efficient 
flow, and bite valves attached on the shoulder 
straps allow soldiers hands-free operation.

•  ACCESS PANEL – Two vertical zippers open the front 
of the pack and allow for rapid load/unload of inner 
contents. 

•  RADIO POCKET - Fits the 117 radio, and straps 
below carry 2 spare batteries close to the frame. 
Antenna/Communications ports are accessible 
through the lid.

•  NIR SOLUTION-DYED FABRIC – Both the base fabric 
(500d), and webbing (1000d) consist of solution-
dyed nylon (SDN) CORDURA® fabrics that provide 
maximum Near Infra-red (NIR) signature reduction 
concealment properties.

•  PIVOT POINT HARDWARE - Comfort is achieved with 
pivoting anchor points for shoulder straps and belts 
that also help maximize body movement. Torso 
length and shoulder harness width are adjustable for 
a custom fit.

• 4" x 4" VELCRO ID PATCH

Weight: 3.1kg | 6lbs 15oz
Volume: 90 Liters | 5500 Cubes

Coyote #712277
Multicam  #712383

both sides allow easy access to hydration bladders. 
Bottom routing of the tubes permits more efficient 
flow, and bite valves attached on the shoulder 
straps allow soldiers hands-free operation.

• ACCESS PANEL – Two vertical zippers open the front 
of the pack and allow for rapid load/unload of inner 
contents. 

• RADIO POCKET - Fits the 117 radio, and straps 
below carry 2 spare batteries close to the frame. 
Antenna/Communications ports are accessible 
through the lid.

• NIR SOLUTION-DYED FABRIC – Both the base fabric 
(500d), and webbing (1000d) consist of solution-
dyed nylon (SDN) CORDURA
maximum Near Infra-red (NIR) signature reduction 
concealment properties.

• PIVOT POINT HARDWARE - Comfort is achieved with 
pivoting anchor points for shoulder straps and belts 
that also help maximize body movement. Torso 

CHIEF RECCE
Weight: 3.5kg | 7lbs 9oz
Volume: 110 Liters | 6500 Cubes
Coyote  #714271
Multicam  #714387

Volume: 110 Liters | 6500 Cubes

cHieF Frame 
Pivot Point Belt & Straps

Body armor 
compatible Harness

radio Pocket & 
antenna Ports

access Panel

SnaPDragon 
adjustable Sternum Strap

B-togS
Strap wrap

criSScroSS
Strap closure

Dual 100 oz 
High output
Side Pockets



Plate carrier shown on cHieF recce

CHIEF PLATE CARRIER
Attaches to the pals webbing on the front 
of our CHIEF packs and clips into the side 
compression straps on top. Holds a mortar 
base plate, a jerry can or other large items 
you need ready to deploy quickly

Weight: 185gm | 6.5oz
Coyote  #765174
Multicam  #765280

grimLoc® attachment

VOILE STRAP WITH MOLLE 
RETAINER SySTEM
The ultimate cinching attachment system for 
MOLLE webbing or whatever you can think of!

9" Coyote #830438
15" Coyote #830636
25" Coyote #830834

Size Coyote Item # Multicam Item #

5" 828183 828213

7" 828503 828534

9" 828824 828855

7" W/Velcro 
Label Strip 827353

MOLLE CONVERTERS
For when you have horizontal MOLLE 

webbing but need vertical.

CHIEF FLATBED
A versatile load carriage system based on the same frame and BACH 
suspension system as our CHIEF Patrol Pack. This system has extensive 
capabilities! We’ve tested them carrying a full spectrum of hard to tote items 
like jerry cans, chain saws, weapons, dry bags and even an outboard motor. 
We have the capability to develop attachment kits to custom tune this piece 
to specific applications. A good example of this is the kit we developed to 
carry the sweet dry-bag custom built to fit the Flatbed pack system. Here we 
collaborated with Watershed who builds the best fully submersible waterproof 
bags. We can build a kit to carry most any load, give us a call! The latest addition 
to the CHIEF family of Load Carriage Systems is a versatile, mission oriented 
foundation in which to build a wide array of modular systems. We feel we’re just 
beginning to unravel the possibilities with this load carriage platform as so far it 
has lived up top every challenge thrown at it.

Weight: 2.4kg | 5lbs 6oz
Without Flap
Coyote  #820453
Multicam  #820484

WATERSHED® ACC  
AMPHIBIOUS 
CARGO CARRIER
A fully submersible dry-bag using 
Watershed’s renowned ZipDry® 
closure custom designed to 
perfectly fit our CHIEF Flatbed 
pack. The perfect combo when you 
need a fully dry system and 
exceptional load carriage ability! 

Weight: 1.1kg | 2lbs 5oz
Coyote 
#8-12101-zD-COY
Multicam 
#8-12101-zD-MUL

watershed acc shown on 
cHieF Flatbed

CHIEF PATROL PACK COVER
A quick way to change your pattern of concealment. 
Also acts as a rain cover to help keep the elements 
out. Quickly attaches under the load lifters with 
ITW® Grimlocs® and bungee cord snugs it securely 
around the sides and bottom of the pack. 
Store it in the stuffsack included. 

Weight: 313gm | 11.0oz
Coyote  #765471
Multicam  #765587

Pack cover in Stuffsack

VOILE STRAPS
If anything is better than duct tape it is Voile Straps. Made of tough stretch polyurethane 
and a tough nylon buckle, Voile Straps have many uses. You should always carry a few 
Voile Straps when travelling in the backcountry. Although we discovered these straps for 
carrying our skis, we quickly realized the military/tactical uses - lashing odd loads to the 
CHIEF Flatbed, securing a rifle in a drag bag, or even lashing equipment to the outside of an 
armored vehicle.

9" Strap Coyote #830438
15" Strap Coyote #830636
25" Strap Coyote #830834



FLATBED STANDARD FLAP (REVERSIBLE)
The perfect piece to secure your gear in place on a Flatbed. Acts as a compression panel and has a 
reversible MOLLE flat with 3/4" horizontal MOLLE on one side and vertical on the other. This allows 
pouches of all kinds and specifically our MP and PJ’s to be mounted wherever and however you need them.

Weight Each: 410gm | 14.4oz
Coyote  #820781
Multicam #820811

FLATBED ExTENDED FLAP
Works just like the Standard Flap but longer for larger bulky loads!  
Available in both reversible and non reversible.

nOn-REVERSABLE
Weight Each: 360gm | 12.6oz
Coyote  #821108
Multicam  #821139

FLATBED STANDARD VEHICLE ATTACHMENT FLAP
Same as the Standard with the addition of 6 heavy duty vehicle attachment loops.

Weight: 425gm | 15oz
Coyote #821689 • Multicam   #821719

FLATBED VEHICLE ATTACHMENT STRAPS
Quick, heavy duty metal snap-hook and cinch tight system.

Weight: 87gm | 3oz
Coyote  #821955
Multicam #821986

FLATBED HALF ZIP LATERAL BAG SET
These lateral pouches mount vertically to either side of the Flatbed compressing 
whatever you want from 200' ropes to litters in the middle. They zip halfway open to 
make them easy to stuff from the top.

Weight Each: 389gm | 13.7oz
Volume Each: 12 Liters | 747 Cubes
Coyote  #834177
Multicam  #834283

FLATBED FULL ZIP LATERAL BAG SET
When you want to be able to zip the whole panel open to display an organized set of 
mission oriented gear all held secure in its place this is the system. The adaptable 
bungee cinch system allows this piece to be custom tuned for the objective.

Weight Each: 389gm | 13.7oz
Volume Each: 12 Liters | 747 Cubes
Coyote  #833835
Multicam  #833866

whatever you want from 200' ropes to litters in the middle. They zip halfway open to 

Quick, heavy duty metal snap-hook and cinch tight system.

ATERAL BAG SET
These lateral pouches mount vertically to either side of the Flatbed compressing 

When you want to be able to zip the whole panel open to display an organized set of When you want to be able to zip the whole panel open to display an organized set of 

Half Zip Bag Set

Full Zip Bag Set

MP 12-10-3 BLIZZARD
A large MOLLE pouch that holds the Blizzard Heat 
System or whatever else you find fits.

Weight: 245gm | 8.5oz
Volume: 8 Liters | 488 Cubes
Coyote  #871172
Multicam  #871684 MP13-13-5  

LIFT BAG 
A large MOLLE pouch that holds 
lift bag sets or whatever else 
you find fits.

Weight: 345gm | 12oz
Volume: 17 Liters | 1037 Cubes
Coyote  #837093
Multicam  #837123

LIZZARD
A large MOLLE pouch that holds the Blizzard Heat 
System or whatever else you find fits.

FLATBED ROPE BAG 
A quick access rope bag designed for the Flatbed Pack System. Mounts or rests perfectly between two Lateral Bags. 
Has an integrated removable rope tarp.

Weight: 728gm | 1lbs 10oz
Volume: 21 Liters | 1281 Cubes
Coyote  #827902
Multicam  #827933

TAGLINE/HAUL 
SySTEM BAG 
A quick deployment system for  
tag-lines and haul systems.

Weight: 470gm | 1lbs 1oz
Volume: 8 Liters | 488 Cubes
Coyote  #836812
Multicam  #836843

REVERSABLE
Weight Each: 432gm | 15.2oz
Coyote #821405
Multicam  #821436



FLATBED OSS RESTRAINT KIT
Picture a low profile filing system for the OSS Restraint 
pieces that gets secured between two Lateral Bags and 
still leaves room for a litter or other gear on top.

Weight: 191gm | 6.74oz
Coyote  #831176

FLATBED RESCUE TOOL COMBI JAW HOLSTER
Attaches to the back panel of a Flatbed with MOLLE webbing. Using this holster in 
combo with The Flatbed allows a user to carry heavy rescue tools longer over greater 
distances. Which is not only possible over rugged terrain but relatively painless.

Weight: 200gm | 7oz
Coyote  #830179

FLATBED
Attaches to the back panel of a Flatbed with MOLLE webbing. Usi
combo with The Flatbed allows a user to carry heavy rescue tools longer over greater 
distances. Which is not only possible over rugged terrain but relatively painless.

Weight: 200gm | 7oz
Coyote 

FLATBED MINI TOOL SPREADER HOLSTER
Attaches to the back panel of a Flatbed with MOLLE webbing 

and holds a Mini Spreader tool jaws perfectly. 
Bungee cinch system to secure the pump handle.

INDIVIDUAL FIRST AID KIT - IFAK
Structural Flip Open Design with Adaptable Bungee Cinch 
System to secure everything in its place.

Weight: 207gm | 7.3oz
Volume: 2.5 Liters | 152.5 Cubes
Coyote  #874098
Multicam  #874128

INDIVIDUAL FIRST AID KIT 
- IFAK-CTW
A new take on the IFAK! Light and Durable CT 
Windows allow you to see whats on the inside. 
Structural Flip open design for quick access. 
Adaptable bungee cinch system to secure 
everything in its place.

Weight: 207gm | 7.3oz
Volume: 2.5 Liters | 152.5 Cubes
Coyote  #835471
Multicam  #835570

UNIVERSAL MEDICAL POUCH 
- UMP-CTW
Twice the size of an IFAK with all the high speed 
features of our IFAK-CTW

Weight: 331gm | 11.68oz
Volume: 2.5 Liters | 152.5 Cubes
Coyote  #835679
Multicam  #835778

IT
WAR WOUND THERAPy 
- WWT-CTW

Same size as an IFAK with a stretch 
mesh system for holding drug vials 
on one side and the Adaptable 
Bungee Cinch System on the other.

Weight: 180gm | 6.35oz
Volume: 2.5 Liters | 152.5 Cubes
Coyote  #834733
Multicam  #834764

OUCHOUCH

#835570

U
- UMP-CTW
Twice the size of an IFAK with all the high speed 
features of our IFAK-CTW

Weight: 331gm | 11.68oz
Volume: 2.5 Liters | 152.5 Cubes
Coyote 
Multicam 

FLATBED ATTACHMENT PANEL SET
2 firm foam attachment panels that you can secure 6 IFAK size pouches or 
3 UMP’s per side (not included) and then sandwich together and mount on a 
Flatbed with Standard Flap or use individually or together as hanging pocket 
systems in vehicles and aircraft.

Weight: 750gm | 1lbs 10.4oz
Coyote  #831756
Multicam  #831787

Shown on Flatbed with 
opional Lateral Pockets

TTACHMENT PANEL PANEL P  S

Weight: 250gm | 8.82oz
Coyote #829166

2x ATTACHMENT PANEL 
Made to mount on the top 2 rows of MOLLE 
webbing on the back of the Flatbed and hold 
2 IFAK size pouches (not included).

Weight: 139gm | 4.9oz
Coyote #874890
Multicam #874920

4x ATTACHMENT PANEL
A firm foam attachment panel that hold 
4 IFAK size pouches (not included) and 
can be used as a hanging pocket system 
in aircraft and vehicles.

Weight: 236gm | 8.32oz
Coyote  #874623
Multicam  #874654



PJ GOLDEN HOUR
A Structural foam MOLLE pouch system developed 
specifically to hold the Golden Hour Container.

Coyote  #871073
Multicam  #871585

PJ AIRWAy/SPLINT 
MANAGEMENT POUCH
A large hinge open pouch system utilizing 
our Adaptable Bungee Cinch System to hold 
everything secure in its place while still 
allowing quick access.

Weight: 552gm | 1lbs 4oz
Volume: 8 Liters | 488 Cubes
Coyote  #871271
Multicam  #871783

A Structural foam MOLLE pouch system developed 
specifically to hold the Golden Hour Container.

PJ A
MANAGEMENT
A large hinge open pouch system utilizing 
our Adaptable Bungee Cinch System to hold 
everything secure in its place while still 
allowing quick access.

Weight: 552gm | 1lbs 4oz

DA-MED PACK: DIRECT ACTION MEDICAL PACK
A MODULAR SySTEM THAT COMES WITH COVER 
AND ARMOR MOUNTING SySTEM.
A complete re-think of the Aid Pack System. This modular system allows 
the operator the ability to fine tune it to their own personal style and 
needs. The pack is semi rigid due to the use of structural foam through-
out and zips and hinges open to exposed a system of adaptable bungee 
cinch system inner pockets and or panels that secure to the inside with 
a hook and loop connection system so any piece can be easily pulled 
out. A front compression flap offer the ability to cinch additional gear on 
the outside, holds a quickly deployable rain/dust cover and has a place 
to secure a hydration bladder. 
Special Thanks to Dave Spence, former 18D 5th SFG (A), currently 
working with Tribalco for his input into this medical pack system!

Weight: 1kg | 2lbs 4oz
Volume: 18.5 Liters | 129 Cubes
Coyote  #739274
Multicam  #739380

Da-meD Pack with 
organizer panel 

showing adaptable 
bungee system and 

5 Bam ctw pockets

Da-meD Pack with loaded organizer 
panel and 5 Bam ctw pockets

DA-MED CTW POCKETS
5 of these allow them to be set up for the M.A.R.C.H. 
Then, add the Organizer Panel for ultimate, versatile 
adaptable system. They of course feature the 
adaptable bungee cinch system.

Weight Each: 172gm | 6oz
Volume Each: 3 Liters | 183 Cubes
Coyote  #740065
Multicam  #740096

LITTER PACK:
A pack to hold, protect and transport collapsible 
litters such as the Talon or the APE litters. 
Comes with Quick Connect Shoulder Straps.

Weight: 1.2kg | 2lbs 10oz
Volume: 34 Liters | 2058 Cubes
Coyote  #731933
Multicam  #731964

QUICK CONNECT  
SHOULDER STRAPS
A comfortable, ergonomic set of shoulder 
straps designed to be easy attached or 
removed. They work with many of our new 
packs including the DA-MED Pack. 

Weight Set: 226gm | 8oz
Coyote  #739502
Multicam  #739533

panel and 5 B ctw pockets

D Pack with 
organizer panel 

showing adaptable 
bungee system and 

 pockets

DA-MED CTW POCKETS

Deployed rain/
Dust cover

DA-MED ORGANIZER PANEL
Adaptable Bungee cinch system lets you  
use it the way you want to!

Weight Each: 92gm | 3.25oz
Coyote  #739786
Multicam  #739816

Da-meD Pack with 
optional Quick connect 

Shoulder Straps

armor mounting System shown 
on back of Da-meD Pack



Voile Strap included

DRAGSTER
The Dragster system has taken over 6 months to 
develop and has been through 4 generations of design. 
Through a collaborative effort with SOF Snipers, we’ve 
refined the drag bag concept. Our first goal was to 
dramatically reduce the weight without sacrificing 
performance or protection, and at 4lb 9oz, we’ve 
certainly accomplished that. The bag zips open and 
lays flat to turn into a shooting mat. On the leading 
end of the bag, a silent, quick scabbard opening allows 
nearly instant access to the rifle. The shoulder straps 
and handles tuck away into zippered compartments 
and the bag can be attached to our CHIEF Patrol pack 
by connecting into the packs’ side compression side 
release buckles. There are 3 pocket systems well suited 
to carrying the sniper essentials, and there is also a 
system for attaching ghillie material for the ultimate 
camouflage system. This is one of those “it needs to be 
seen and used” to be fully appreciated!

Weight: 2.0kg | 4lbs 8oz
Coyote  #772479
Multicam  #773582

OPTIOnAL PADDED DIVIDER
Weight: 0.6kg | 1lbs 2oz
Coyote  #772677
Multicam  #773769

OPTIOnAL SCOPE COVER
Weight: 196gm | 7oz
Coyote  #773599
Multicam  #773629

OPTIOnAL gO PAD
Weight: 236gm | 8.3oz
Coyote  #773322
Multicam  #773353

OPTIOnAL EXTRA BARREL HOLSTER
Weight: 34gm | 1.2oz
Coyote  #773858
Multicam  #773889

Dragster on 
cHieF Patrol

Stealth closure

Stealth closure open

optional go Pad closed

Straps Stowed

Straps Deployed

Barrel Holster included

optional go Pad closed

optional go Pad & 
Scope cover shown

rifle Deployed 
using go Pad



raiD inside top pocket 
showing internal mesh zip 

pocket & Velcro® strip

SPECIAL MISSION RAID
Our Special Mission RAID is upgraded this 
year with a removable/adjustable hip belt, 
complete with hip stabilizer straps. The 
shoulder straps are trim, yet fully featured for 
a comfortable carry. Again, this pack is loaded 
with features usually reserved for larger 
packs.

•  500 D CORDURA® Nylon Fabrics  
and Webbing 

•  Exterior Fabric, Webbing and Buckles 
Meet NIR Specifications For Enhanced 
Concealment

• Ideal TAC Zipper
•  Front Pockets With Zippered Mesh Internal 

Organization 
• Internal Radio Pocket
• Antenna Ports For Radio (Right & Left Top)
•  High Output Hydration Ports (Left & Right 

Bottom Sides) Hydration Bladders And 
Tubes Not Included! 

• 2" X 4" Velcro ID Patch
• Quick Release Shoulder Straps
• B-TOGS Strap Wraps
• Haul Loop
•  Snapdragon Break-Away Adjustable  

Sternum Strap

Weight: 1.6kg | 3lbs 8oz
Volume: 35 Liters | 2200 Cubes
Coyote  #735276
Multicam  #735382
Black  #735290

SPECIAL MISSION PATROL
This exclusive backpack was a cumulative design 
utilizing the Nimbus frame suspension system and 
input from numerous US Military Special Operations 
Operators! We call it the “Nimbus” in our Ultralight 
Series of “civilian” packs. In our Nimbus Ozone 
it won Backpacker Editors Choice award, and in 
our Nimbus Meridian it won Outside’s Gear of the 
Year award. Basically this frame is a lighter-duty 
version of our CHIEF Framesheet, but still amazingly 
comfortable and durable. The difference is in the 
composite material. If you are tired of your load not 
being supported, your back and shoulders ailing, 
try this pack. Oh, by the way - all of the CORDURA® 
fabric and webbing utilized is solution dyed, NIR 
treated, Triple stitched and built rock solid. This 
pack comes laptop ready utilizing our ingenious 
closed cell foam system to protect your valuable 
equipment. Honestly, just too many other features 
to list.

• 500 D CORDURA® Nylon Fabrics and Webbing
•  Exterior Fabric, Webbing and Buckles Meet NIR 

Specifications For Enhanced Concealment
• Ideal TAC Zipper
•  Laptop Compatible: Padded Front Pocket Fits 

Most Laptops
•  Internal Radio Pocket With Antenna Ports For 

Radio (Right & Left Top)
•  High Output Hydration Ports (Left & Right Sides) 

Hydration Bladders And Tubes Not Included! 
• Padded Zippered Front Pocket
• 2" X 9" Velcro Id Patch
• Quick Release Shoulder Straps
• B-TOGS Strap Wraps
• Haul Loop
• Snapdragon Break-Away Adjustable Sternum Strap
•  Award Winning Nimbus Framesheet Allows 

Customizing Of Pack Fit
•  Pivot Points On Belt And Shoulder Straps Allows 

Body Movement
•  Body Armor Compatible Harness With Removable 

Shoulder Strap Foam, And Addition Lumbar Pad For 
The Perfect Fit With Or Without Body Armor. 

Weight: 2.5kg | 5lbs 8oz
Volume: 45 Liters | 2800 Cubes
Coyote  #738277
Multicam  #738383

utilizing the Nimbus frame suspension system and 
input from numerous US Military Special Operations 

version of our CHIEF Framesheet, but still amazingly 

composite material. If you are tired of your load not 

Sm PatroL inside back radio Pocket 
fits 117 radio and spare batteries or 
hydration bladders. mesh zippered 
pockets for organization

adio Pocket 
adio and spare batteries or 

Padded front pocket stores and 
protects a full size laptop and mesh 
zippered pockets provide a clean 
way to organize your valuables

raiD inside back radio Pocket 
fits 117 radio & spare batteries 

or hydration bladders

raiD inside lower pocket 
showing internal mesh 

zip pockets

adio Pocket 
adio & spare batteries adio & spare batteries 



SPECIAL MISSION ASSAULT
Loaded with features not found on most assault 
sized packs, the Special Mission Assault is ready 
for most anything. The pack is built on our Vapor 
Suspension, which in civilian life was awarded 
Backpacker Magazine’s Editor’s Choice Award for the 
Vapor Trail. The Vapor suspension fits the contours 
of your back for exceptional comfort. The belt and 
shoulder strap tie into a high density polyethylene 
frame that shapes the back panel to your back.

• 500 D CORDURA® Nylon Fabrics and Webbing 
•  Exterior Fabric, Webbing and Buckles Meet NIR 

Specifications For Enhanced Concealment
• Ideal TAC Zipper
•  Laptop Compatible: Padded Front Pocket Will Fit 

Most Laptops
• Internal Radio Pocket
• Antenna Ports For Radio (Right & Left Top)
•  High Output Hydration Ports (Left & Right Bottom 

Sides) Hydration Bladders And Tubes Not Included! 
• Padded Zippered Front Pocket
• 2" X 9" Velcro Id Patch
• Quick Release Shoulder Straps
• B-TOGS Strap Wraps
• Haul Loop
• Snapdragon Break-Away Adjustable Sternum Strap
•  Award Winning Vapor Suspension  

(Back Panel, Shoulder Straps And Belt)

Weight: 1.9kg | 4lbs 3oz
Volume: 39 Liters | 2400 Cubes
Coyote  #732275
Multicam  #732381

TACTICAL RAT PATROL

• 500 D CORDURA® Nylon Fabrics and Webbing 
•  Exterior Fabric, Webbing and Buckles Meet NIR 

Specifications For Enhanced Concealment
• Ideal TAC Zipper
•  Laptop Compatible: Padded Front Pocket Will Fit 

Most Laptops
• Carry-on Compatible
• Padded Zippered Front Pocket
• Interior Strap Wraps
• B-TOGS Strap Wraps
• Quick Release Straps
•  Award Winning Vapor Suspension  

(Back Panel, Shoulder Straps And Belt)

Weight: 2.15kg | 4.75lbs
Volume: 45 Liters | 00 Cubes
Coyote  #753379
Multicam  #753485

Padded front pocket stores & 
protects a full sized laptop & mesh 
zippered pockets provide a clean 
way to organize your valuables

Sm aSSaULt inside back radio 
Pocket fits 117 radio and spare 
batteries or hydration bladders. mesh 
zippered pockets for organization



I-MAGS MAG  
POUCH SySTEM
Granite Tactical Gear started from the 
ground up to design the most versatile 
and functional system yet imagined. 
Each single unit holds one or two mags 
securely and multiple units can be 
joined together or separated, giving you 
mission-specific flexibility. The Stealth 
Closure is quick, silent and nearly 
indestructible. When you pull on the 
bungee, it loads the auto-open feature, 
so that when the stealth closure is 
released, the flap is held up and out of 
the way. I-Mags Elite have open sides, 
and a grippy panel that holds the mags 
in place. I-Mags also have padded, 
enclosed sides.

•  Connection Is Hinged, Allowing  
Corner Mounting

• Stealth Closure Is Quick And Silent
• Holds One Or Two Mags 
• 500 Denier Cordura®

• Meets NIR Specification
• PALS Attachment System 

I-MAgS ELITE SIngLE
Weight: 178gm | 6.3oz
Coyote  #774176
Multicam  #774381
Black #774190

I-MAgS ELITE DOUBLE
Weight: 356gm | 12.6oz
Coyote  #774275
Multicam  #774480
Black #774299

I-MAgS SIngLE
Weight: 165gm | 5.8oz
Coyote  #774572
Multicam  #774787
Black #774596

I-MAgS DOUBLE
Weight: 330gm | 11.6oz
Coyote  #774671
Multicam  #774886
Black #774695
Multicam 
Black

STEP #1
START THREADER

STEP #2
CEnTER THREADER

STEP #3
TUCK THREADER EnDS

I-MAGS JOINING PROCESS

I-FRAG
Interlocking Design Gives Flexibility In Assembling 
Doubles And Triples And Can Be Re-Configured As 
Necessary

• Connection Is Hinged, Allowing Corner Mounting
• Stealth Closure Is Quick And Silent
• 500 Denier Cordura®

• Meets NIR Specification
• PALS Attachment System

Weight: 77gm | 2.7oz
Coyote  #778174
Multicam  #778280

i-magS Shown as Double, open 
and closed

i-magS elite Shown as 
Double, Hinged

i-magS elite Shown as Double, 
closed and open

i-Frag Shown open and closed

PADDED PATROL BELT
This fully padded patrol belt is constructed 
so that the attachment PALS webbing is not 
sewn through the foam, resulting in fewer 
hot-spots. The PALS attachment webbing is 
sewn with an extra layer to accommodate 
1.5-2" drop-leg holsters and platforms. 
Elastic webbing attachment allows snug fit 
without excess webbing hanging in front of 
you. Once initial fit has been established, no 
further fit should be necessary - simply clip 
and unclip.

• 500 Denier Cordura®

• NIR Fabric, Webbing and Buckles
• 1/2" EvaZote® Foam
• PALS Attachment System

MEDIUM PADDED PATROL BELT
Weight: 299gm | 10.5oz
Fits Waist Sizes: 30-36"
Coyote  #762272
Multicam  #763286
Black #762296

LARgE PADDED PATROL BELT
Weight: 311gm | 11.0oz
Fits Waist Sizes: 34-40"
Coyote  #762470
Multicam  #763484
Black #762494

X-LARgE PADDED PATROL BELT
Weight: 346gm | 12.2oz
Fits Waist Sizes: 38-44"
Coyote  #762678
Multicam  #763682
Black #762692

DUMP TRUNK 
When deployed, this dump pouch has a 
volume of 300 cubic inches, but when zipped 
into its integrated stowage pouch, it’s less 
than 2" thick. We crafted a one-handed 
bungee cord closure that keeps the opening 
centered and is secured with a cord lock. 
Bungee is tightened by simply pulling on 
the slack. When tightened, the bungee still 
allows objects to be dumped into opening 
without anything falling out.

• 500 Denier Cordura®

• NIR Fabric, Webbing and Buckles
• Ideal® TAC Zipper
• Drain Hole
• PALS Attachment System

Weight: 152gm | 5.4oz
Volume: 5 Liters | 300 Cubes
Dim. Open: 6" x 9" x 3"
Dim. zipped: 2" x 4.75" x 5.25"
Coyote  #772172
Multicam  #772288
Black #772196

hot-spots. The PALS attachment webbing is 

you. Once initial fit has been established, no 

This fully padded patrol belt is constructed 
so that the attachment PALS webbing is not Dump trunk open - 

top View loaded Dump trunk open - 
Back View

Dump trunk Stowed

Dump trunk Loading

Dump trunk Shown Deployed and Stowed 

Patrol Belt
coyote, multicam and Black



M-BITR POUCH
A completely unique closure is nearly 
unbreakable, yet opens with ease.

• Stealth Closure Is Quick And Silent
• Holds M-BITR Securely
• 500 Denier Solution Dyed CORDURA®

• NIR Enhanced Concealment 
• Pals Attachment System

Weight: 115gm | 4.0oz
Coyote  #775173
Multicam  #775289

MPs
Modular Pockets that attach to PALS webbing. We do 
not accept having gear flopping around on our packs, so 
we worked to create a system that attaches securely 
and also stabilizes the load. These have a rigid foam 
reinforced back sheet for a solid attachment to packs with 
PALS webbing attachment zones. Top zipper opening for 
quick access and secure containment. Compression strap 
to stabilize the load in the pocket. They are sized to fit a 
wide array of gear and equipment, and to work perfectly 
with our CHIEF Patrol and other tactical packs.

• 500 Denier Solution Dyed CORDURA®

• Ideal® TAC Zipper For Quick Access
• NIR Enhanced Concealment 
• Compression Stabilizes Load
• Pals Attachment System

MPs
Modular Pockets that attach to PALS webbing. We do 
not accept having gear flopping around on our packs, so 
we worked to create a system that attaches securely 
and also stabilizes the load. These have a rigid foam 
reinforced back sheet for a solid attachment to packs with 
PALS webbing attachment zones. Top zipper opening for 
quick access and secure containment. Compression strap 
to stabilize the load in the pocket. They are sized to fit a 
wide array of gear and equipment, and to work perfectly 
with our CHIEF Patrol and other tactical packs.

• 500 Denier Solution Dyed CORDURA
• Ideal
• NIR Enhanced Concealment 
• Compression Stabilizes Load
• Pals Attachment System

mP Back

mP 5-6-2.5 & mP 6-6-2.5

PADDED UTILITy POUCHES
•  Padded Construction Protects And 

Maintains Pocket Shape When Loaded
• Haul Loops 
• Ideal® TAC Zipper For Quick Access
• 500 D Cordura® Nylon
• Pals Attachment System
• NIR Enhanced Concealment 

MEDIUM PUP
Weight: 144gm | 5.1oz
Dimensions: 9.5" x 5.5" x 3.5"
Volume: 2.2 Liters | 135 Cubes
Coyote  #771274
Multicam  #771687

LARgE PUP
Weight: 199gm | 7.0oz
Dimensions: 12" x 6.5" x 3.5"
Volume: 3.8 Liters | 230 Cubes
Coyote  #771472
Multicam  #771885

VERSA-POUCH
A small pouch that can attach to PALS 
webbing or any strap that is great for 
holding folding knives, pistol mags and 
many other small items.

Weight: 38gm | 1.3oz
Coyote  #779270
Multicam  #779386
Black #779294

SAW DRUM POUCH
Padded Saw Drum Pouch quickly opens 
and securely closes, while allowing feed 
through either side.

Weight: 184gm | 6.5oz
Coyote  #776279
Multicam  #776385

A small pouch that can attach to PALS 
webbing or any strap that is great for 
holding folding knives, pistol mags and 

 POUCHES

Versa-Pouch

PUP on Sm Patrol

NATO TOURNIQUET POUCH
Holds the NATO Tourniquet and mounts to PALS 
webbing so you can keep this item handy. Can 
also be used for a wide variety of applications. 
Tourniquet not included.

Weight: 47gm | 1.7oz
Coyote  #785318
Multicam  #786315
Black #785363

nato tourniquet Pouch 
shown with nato tourniquet

Saw DrUm Pouch shown 
with Saw Drum

PUP Back

Large & medium PUP Front

PADDED FOLDER POUCH
A handy little piece for holding and protecting 
all sorts of stuff from sunglasses to folding 
knives. Velcro Loop on one side lets you attach 
it to Velcro® Hook.

Weight: 57gm | 2.0oz
Coyote  #777276
Multicam  #777382
Black #777290

knives. Velcro Loop on one side lets you attach 

Padded Folder 
Pouch

MP 5-6-2.5
Weight: 119gm | 4.2oz
Volume: 1.75 Liters | 107 Cubes
Coyote  #769400
Multicam  #769431

MP 5-6-4
Weight: 131gm | 4.6oz
Volume: 1.9 Liters | 120 Cubes
Coyote  #770079
Multicam  #770581

MP 6-6-2.5
Weight: 144gm | 5oz
Volume: 2 Liters | 122 Cubes
Coyote  #769684
Multicam  #769714

MP 6-6-4
Weight: 145gm | 5.1oz
Volume: 2.4 Liters | 144 Cubes
Coyote  #770178
Multicam  #770680

MP 5-10-4
Weight: 177gm | 6.2oz
Volume: 3.3 Liters | 200 Cubes
Coyote  #770277
Multicam  #770789

MP 7-10-4
Weight: 199gm | 7.0oz
Volume: 4.6 Liters | 280 Cubes
Coyote  #770376
Multicam  #770888

MP 8-8-4
Weight: 193gm | 6.8oz
Volume: 4.2 Liters | 256 Cubes
Coyote  #770475
Multicam  #770987

MP+ 5-10-2.5
Weight: 183gm | 6.5oz
Volume: 2.5 Liters | 152 Cubes
Coyote  #839561
Multicam  #839592

MP+ 7-10-2.5
Weight: 219gm | 7.7oz
Volume: 4 Liters | 244 Cubes
Coyote  #870076
Multicam  #870588

MP+ 8-8-2.5
Weight: 210gm | 7.4oz
Volume: 4 Liters | 244 Cubes
Coyote  #840109
Multicam  #840130

MP 5-6-4
Weight: 131gm | 4.6oz
Volume: 1.9 Liters | 120 Cubes
Coyote 
Multicam 

MP 6-6-2.5
Weight: 144gm | 5oz
Volume: 2 Liters | 122 Cubes
Coyote 
Multicam 

MP 6-6-4
Weight: 145gm | 5.1oz
Volume: 2.4 Liters | 144 Cubes
Coyote 
Multicam 

mP 5-6-2.5 & 

mP+



WALKSTOOL POUCH
•  Fits Long Items Up To 16"  

Such As Walkstools (Not Included) 
• Haul Loops
•  IDEAL® TAC Zippered Opening  

For Quick Access
• Pals Attachment System
• NIR Enhanced Concealment 
• 500 D CORDURA® Nylon

Weight: 199gm | 7.0oz
Volume: 5.0 Liters | 300 Cubes
Dimensions: 4" x 4" x 19"
Coyote  #773179
Multicam  #773285
Black  #773193

WALKSTOOL 
The Walkstool Comfort line features 
lightweight and ultra-portable stools with 
two height positions depending on whether 
the telescoping legs are extended or not. We 
recommend you select the Walkstool model 
based upon how you plan to use the Walkstool 
and your specific needs. For example, if you 
are planning to use your Walkstool in the lower 
seat position, we recommend the Comfort 
45. This model is the size most people prefer 
when using the lower seat position. The most 
popular selling model is the Comfort 55; it 
offers medium height and fits most people. 
If a larger seat or higher position is what you 
are after, then the Comfort 65 is the model 
of choice! The Comfort series are made in 
Sweden and are virtually indestructible! 

Comfort 45 #8-WS45CM18
Comfort 55 #8-WS55CM22
Comfort 65 #8-WS65CM26

Yoni & trauma Down timeYoni & trauma Down 

DESERT FLyER
A great throwing foam disk covered in 
Cordura® with PALS webbing on the top for 
lashing it down. The Desert Flyer doubles as 
a seat pad when it’s not airborne. This piece 
is also exceptional for dogs!

Weight: 158gm | 5.6oz
Coyote  #791173
Multicam  #791289

HACKTICAL SACK
Stuff it with something soft and stretch 
your muscles by kicking this hacky sack.

Weight: 23gm | 0.8oz
Coyote  #791678
Multicam  #791784

STUFF FOOTBALL
Stuff it with socks or other soft items and 
you’ve got yourself a pretty great throwing 
football - about half regulation size.

Weight: 47gm | 1.7oz
Coyote  #791470
Multicam  #791586

THE LIGHTER SIDE OF 
GRANITE TACTICAL GEAR: 
OK, so we know no matter wear you go, there is what 
is known as “Down Time!” Welcome to GTDT Gear. 

GRANITE TACTICAL GEAR: 
OK, so we know no matter wear you go, there is what 
is known as “Down Time!” Welcome to GTDT Gear. 

iSNUF
During the development of the Sniper Drag 
Bag, the snipers asked for a better way to 
carry their tin. We “aim” to please.

Weight: 43gm | 1.5oz
Volume: 1 Tin
Coyote  #778471
Multicam  #778587
Black #778495



OTSV CHARLIE • OVER THE 
SHOULDER VERSION 
The GTG Over The Shoulder Vest Sling (GTG/OTSV) 
is an innovative piece of tactical equipment that 
is designed for single point sling application for 
any vest/body armor with molle. It is completely 
ambidextrous. This design incorporates a bungee 
design for added comfort and flexibility. The 
threaded material is made of light weight durable 
tubular nylon with an adjustment pull tab that 
provides simple adjustments preferred by the 
operator. The snap shackle is the attachment 
which allows the operator a weapon quick release 
capability. The GTG/OTSV is proudly made in the 
USA. Available in black, OD green and coyote tan. 

Black  #8-gTgOTSVBK
OD green  #8-gTgOTSVOD
Coyote  #8-gTgOTSVCT

GTG 2-1 BRAVO • TWO 
POINT/SINGLE POINT 
SNAPSHACKLE 
Same as the Alpha only with a snapshackle 
connection instead of a mash hook. Proudly made in 
the USA. Available in black, OD green and coyote tan. 

Black  #8-gTgTTC12BK
OD green  #8-gTgTTC12OD
Coyote  #8-gTgTTC12CT

GTG 2-1 ALPHA • TWO 
POINT/SINGLE POINT MASH 
HOOK 
The GTG two point to single point sling is an 
innovative piece of tactical equipment that is 
designed to give the operator simplicity and 
convenience, for securing weapons systems. It has 
the ability to convert from two point to a single 
point sling in a matter of seconds and is completely 
ambidextrous. The threaded material is made 
of lightweight durable tubular nylon, and hasan 
adjustment pull tab that provides simple adjustment 
preferred by the operator. This version of the GTG 
sling incorporates a bungee design for added 
comfort and flexibility. The attachment points are 
comprised of mash hook/mash hook and D ring that 
allows operators reliability on all weapons with front 
and rear attachments. By simply connecting the 
mash hook to the D ring, a single point conversion 
is made. By removing the mash hook from the D ring 
and reconnecting it back to the front sling mount it 
will bring you back to the two point conversion. The 
GTG sling is proudly made in the USA. Available in 
black, OD green and coyote tan. 

Black  #8-gTgTTC3BK
OD green  #8-gTgTTC3OD
Coyote  #8-gTgTTC3CT

two Point Setup Single Point Setup

two Point Setup Single Point Setup

The H2H.O. is the perfect way to tote your CamelBak 
or Source bladder (not included), especially if you 
prefer the High Output Underarm Tube Routing and 
like to keep your water insulated. Can be laced onto 
your vest, or use the webbing as shoulder straps.

•  Holds 100 Oz Or 3 Liter Hydration Bladders  
(Not Included)

• Closed Cell Foam Insulation
• 500 D Cordura® Nylon
• Pals Webbing Throughout
•  High Output Hydration Ports Located At Bottom 

(Left & Right Sides)
• Internal And External Zip Pockets
• Quick Release Shoulder Straps
• Haul Loop
• Ideal Tac Zipper 
• NIR Enhanced Concealment
 
Weight: 364gm | 12.8oz
Volume: 3.0 Liters | 100oz
Coyote  #781174
Multicam  #781280

BOTTLE HOLSTERS
These bottle holsters offer a convenient way to keep your 
water bottle cool in the summer and unfrozen in the winter. The 
Aquasack is lighter and trimmer, but the Aquatherm offers more 
insulation for extreme conditions. Take your pick.

• Holds 1 liter Nalgene® Bottle
•  Keeps Nalgene® Bottles Hot Or  

Cold For Hours 
• Haul Loop/Carry Handle
• 500 D CORDURA® Nylon
• IDEAL® TAC Zipper
• PALS Attachment System
• NIR Enhanced Concealment 

TACTICAL AQUASACK
Weight: 146gm | 5.2oz 
Volume: 1.0 Liters | 32oz
Coyote  #782331
Multicam  #783345
Black #782355

TACTICAL AQUATHERM
Weight: 206gm | 7.3oz
Volume: 1.0 Liters | 32oz
Coyote  #782317
Multicam  #783321

The H2H.O. is the perfect way to tote your CamelBak 

TACTICAL AQUATHERM
Weight: 206gm | 7.3oz
Volume: 1.0 Liters | 32oz

#782317

H2H.o. Back

H2H.o. Front

aquaSack 
Zippered opening

aquaSack Back

AQUASACK STERIPEN READy SySTEMS
Half Liter -  Holds a .5 Liter Nalgene and  

a Steripen Opti plus extra batteries
Full Liter -  Holds a 1 Liter Nalgene and  

a Steripen Opti plus extra batteries

1 Liter
Weight: 184gm | 6.5oz
Coyote  #782416
Multicam  #782447

Half Liter
Weight: 138gm | 4.8oz
Coyote  #782690
Multicam  #782720

STEMS

aQUatHerm
 - Buckle closure with

 Zippered stash



BLOCK ROCK SOLID 
COMPRESSION STUFFSACK 
Compress sleeping bags, fleece clothing, rain gear, tents 
or anything bulky, down to a more manageable size. The 
block shape allows them to pack and nest inside your 
ruck better, filling out the corners and dead air spaces. A 
group of block shaped stuffsacks work together to make 
loading your pack quicker, and by filling out the empty 
spaces, you get less load shifting and more space. 
Better yet, a smaller pack! 200 D Nylon.

ZIPPSACKS
The ultimate stuff sack for organizing your gear at 

home or in your pack. Zippsacks have a block shape 
that makes them great for stacking multiple sacks 

together. A zipper runs the length of the sack making 
them more accessible then normal stuff sacks. The 

haul loops are great if you just want to tote the sack 
around town or to tie into a bear rope setup. The 210 

denier nylon will stand up to a lifetime of abuse. 

Compress sleeping bags, fleece clothing, rain gear, tents 
or anything bulky, down to a more manageable size. The 
block shape allows them to pack and nest inside your 
ruck better, filling out the corners and dead air spaces. A 
group of block shaped stuffsacks work together to make 
loading your pack quicker, and by filling out the empty 
spaces, you get less load shifting and more space. 
Better yet, a smaller pack! 200 D Nylon.
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Winter synthetic rectangular
Synthetic -20 mummy bags
4-person tents
3-person backpacking tents
Down -10 to -20 mummy bags
Synthetic 0 mummy bags
Synthetic 10 to 20 bags
0 to +10 down mummy bags
Synthetic 25+ mummy bag
2-person backpacking tent
15 to 20 down mummy bag
Midweight fleece jacket
Lightweight fleece jacket
Down 30+ mummy bag
Down jacket
Bivy sacks
Raingear
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SM MD LG XL XXL

Size Liters Dim.(in) Cubes Weight Coyote 
Item #

Multicam 
Item #

SM 11 5.6x8x16.8 675 4.8oz|136gm 792170 793184

MD 16 6.4x9x18 975 5.5oz|157gm 792279 793283

LG 22 7.3x10.5x20 1400 6.4oz|182gm 792378 793382

XL 31 8.3x11.7x22 1900 7.4oz|210gm 792477 793481

XXL 50 9.5x13.4x24 3050 8.6oz|244gm 792576 793580

Size Liters Dim.(in) Cubes Weight Coyote 
Item #

Multicam 
Item #

SM 7.5 11x7x6 460 3.3oz|93gm 796178 797182

MD 12 13x8x7 730 4.1oz|115gm 796277 797281

LG 18 15x9x8 1100 4.8oz|137gm 796376 797380

XL 25 17x10x9 1530 5.5oz|156gm 796475 797489

TACTICAL TOUGHSACKS
A classic product with a new twist. Our ToughSacks are made with 
200 D Nylon in a block shape, which pack nicely inside your pack 

because they fill more of the voids, and shift less.

TACTICAL TOUGHSACKS
A classic product with a new twist. Our ToughSacks are made with 
200 D Nylon in a block shape, which pack nicely inside your pack 

because they fill more of the voids, and shift less.

Size Liters Dim.(in) Cubes Weight Coyote 
Item #

Multicam 
Item #

#1 2 2.7x4.5x10.2 125 1.0oz | 28gr 798172 799186

#2 3 3.1x5.7x12 200 1.5oz | 42gr 798271 799285

#3 5 3.5x6.5x13.4 300 1.8oz | 50gr 798370 799384

#4 7 3.9x7.2x15.2 430 2.3oz | 64gr 798479 799483

#5 11 4.5x8.7x15.7 640 2.8oz | 78gr 798578 799582

#6 16 5.1x11x18.9 980 3.3oz | 94gr 798677 799681

#7 22 7.3x10.5x20 1400 4.0oz | 113gm 798776 799780

#8 31 8.3x11.7x22 1900 4.7oz | 133gm 798875 799889

TACTICAL AIR COMPRESSOR
A lighter weight version of our Block Rock Solid Compression 
Stuffsack built with 100D CORDURA®, (The same stuff used in the 
huge cargo parachutes) and 210D CORDURA® for the end caps.

TACTICAL AIR COMPRESSOR
A lighter weight version of our Block Rock Solid Compression 
Stuffsack built with 100D CORDURA
huge cargo parachutes) and 210D CORDURA

Size Liters Dim.(in) Cubes Weight Coyote 
Item #

SM 11 5.6x8x16.8 675 4.8oz|136gm 794174

MD 16 6.4x9x18 975 5.5oz|157gm 794273

LG 22 7.3x10.5x20 1400 6.4oz|182gm 794372

XL 31 8.3x11.7x22 1900 7.4oz|210gm 794471

XXL 50 9.5x13.4x24 3050 8.6oz|244gm 794570

Size Liters Dim.(in) Cubes Weight Coyote 
Item #

Black 
Item #

SM 11 7.5 x 17 675 4.8oz|136gm 790077 790091

MD 16 8.5 x 19 975 5.1oz|145gm 790176 790190

LG 23 10 x 20.5 1400 6.1oz|180gm 790275 790299

XL 30 11 x 22 1900 6.9oz|200gm 790374 790398

XXL 45 13 x 24 2700 8.5oz|241gm 790473 790497

XXXL 57 14 x 26 3500 9.5oz|269gm 789972 789996

TACTICAL ROUND ROCK SOLID 
COMPRESSION STUFFSACK
The Classic compression sack we invented in 1986. “Guide’s Choice” 
form the American Alpine Institute. Still a standard in the outdoor 
industry, as well as the tactical world, and oftem copied, never equalled.

TACTICAL AIR POCKETS
Zipper Pockets that can be secured to MOLLE 
on the top. Great for holding important pieces 
of the kit and keeping it all handy. 

Size Dim.(in) Weight Coyote 
Item #

Multicam 
Item #

SM 5x7 1.4oz|40gm 789170 789439

MD 6x10 1.7oz|50gm 789279 789590

LG 9x12 2.2oz|63gm 789378 789750
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